KIRKBY, DIANE Barmaids CUP 197/25 Joy Damousi
KIZILOS, KATHERINE The Olive Grove Lonely Planet 196/64 Judith Bishop
KLEIN, ROBIN The Listmaker Viking 194/60 Stephen Matthews
KNIGHT, STEPHEN Continent of Mystery MUP 194/48 Stuart Coupe
KOCIUMAS, JAN Australian Childhood Allen & Unwin 189/18
David McCooey
KROLL, JERI Better Than Blue Addison Wesley Longman 197/62
Robyn Sheahan-Bright
KUROSADA, SUSAN (intro) Hot Sand Penguin 188/26 Airlie Lawson
LANGMORE, DIANE Glittering Surfaces Allen & Unwin 194/17
Nicholas Hasluck
LEARNER, TOBSHA Quiver Viking 189/49 Janine Burke
LEHMANN, GEOFFREY Collected Poems Heinemann 190/47 Robert Adamson
LENORE, MIRIEL sun wind & diesel Wakefield Press 193/49 Diane Fahey
LEONARD, JOHN 100 Elegies for Modernity Hale & Iremonger 191/52
Chris Wallace-Crabbe
LESTER, ALISON The Quicksand Pony Little Ark 197/60 Nadia Wheatley
LEVER, SUSAN and CATHERINE PRATT Henry Handel Richardson UQP 190/28 Philip Mead
LEVETT, ROBIN The Girls Hudson 195/43 David McCooey
LEVY, LEE-ANNE Danger Zone Puffin 195/61 Peter Nicholls
LEW, EMMA The Wild Reply Black Pepper 191/49 Bev Roberts
LEWIS, JULIE Mary Martin UQP 191/18 Michael Sharkey
LOADER, DAVID The Inner Principal The Palmer Press, London 197/33 John Marsden
LOANE, SALLY Who Cares? Manda- rin 191/64 Eleanor Hogan
LONG, JANE et al. (eds) Forging Identities UWAP Rosemary Pringle
LOPATA, ANNA & CHRISTINE MCKENZIE (eds) Eat Tongue Vic. Writers’ Centre 196/64 Judith Bishop
LOWRY, BRIGID Guitar Highway Rose Allen & Unwin 195/62 Margot Hillier

LOXLEY, ANNE Hilarie Mais Craftsman House 190/14 Catherine Murphy
LUCASHENKO, MELISSA Steam Pigs UQP 197/66 Kate Ahearne
LUMBY, CATHERINE Bad Girls Allen & Unwin 191/14 Chris Feik
LUNN, RICHARD Feast of All Souls Vintage 190/11 Don Anderson
LURIE, MORRIS Welcome to Tangier Penguin 188/29 Michael Wilding
LURIE, MORRIS Zeeks Alive! Addison Wesley Longman 197/62 Robyn Sheahan-Bright
LYNN, VICTORIA Marion Borgelt Craftsman House 190/14 Catherine Murphy
MACDONALD, CAROLINE Through the Witch’s Window Puffin 189/63 Stella Lees
MACKAY, HUGH House Guest Picador 192/35 Laurie Clancy
MACKERRAS, COLIN China’s Minority Cultures Longman 189/62 Joe Rich
MACKINNON, ALISON Love and Freedom CUP 191/17 Jocelyne A. Scott
MACLEAN, STEPHEN Peter Allen Random House 198/32 Humphrey McQueen
MACRIS, ANTHONY Capital, Volume One Allen & Unwin 197/47
Brenda Walker
MARKS, BILL South to Sillytown FACP 189/66 Ann Skea
MARSDEN, JOHN Dear Missy Macmillan 190/58 Peter Nicholls
MARSDEN, JOHN Burning for Revenge Pan Macmillan 197/59 Pam MacIntyre
MARTIN, STEPHEN A History of Antarctica State Library of NSW Press 188/20 Peter Pierce
MARTIN, S.R. Swampland Scholastic 190/61 Lucy Sussex
MASSON, SOPHIE The Hoax Minerva 194/32 David Brooks
MATEER, JOHN Anachronism FACP 188/46 Michael Costigan

MATTHEWS, JILL JULIUS (ed) Sex in Public Allen & Unwin 191/14 Chris Feik
MATTE, GERARD & JESSICA MILNER DAVIS (eds) Readings from the Seventh International Conference on Humour UNSW Press 193/23 Simon Clews
MAWER, G.A. Most Perfectly Safe Allen & Unwin 192/65 Margaret Steinerberger
MAWSON, SIR DOUGLAS The Home of the Blizzard Wakefield Press 188/20
Peter Pierce
MCAULIFFE, CHRIS Art and Suburbia Craftsman House 188/30 Richard Haese
MCCUTCHEON, SANDY In Wolf’s Clothing HarperCollins 188/55 Sue Turnbull and R.J. Thompson
MCGINLEY, G.P.J. True Counsel Bantam 193/35 J.R. Carroll
MCGREGOR, CRAIG Class in Australia Penguin 191/8 Pamela Bone
MCLINTYRE, DON with PETER MEREDITH Two Below Zero Australian Geographic 188/20 Peter Pierce
MCKENNA, MARK The Captive Republic CUP 188/10 Dennis Altman
MCLEAN, IAN & GORDON BENNETT The Art of Gordon Bennett Craftsman House 188/33 Nicholas Jose
MCLEOD, CHRIFFER OF Snake FACP 193/32 Kristin Hamnett
MCMASTER, RHYLL Chemical Bodies Brandl & Schlesinger 197/55 Jennifer Strauss
MCQUEEN, HUMPHREY Suspect History Wakefield Press 192/8 Peter Craven
MCQUEEN, JAMES Night of the Crocodile Addison Wesley Longman 197/62 Robyn Sheahan-Bright
MEEK, PHILIP (ed) Kenneth Slessor UQP 190/48 John Tranter
MEEARS, GILLIAM Collected Stories UQP 195/30 Kate Veitch
MEASDAY, STEPHEN The News on Aliens UQP YA 190/61 Lucy Sussex
MENDELSSOHN, JOANNA Letters and Liars & A R 189/24 John McLaren
MENDES, CLARE A Race Across Burning Soil Flamingo 195/34 Di Brown
METZEN, DAVID Finn and the Big Guy Puffin 190/60 Stephen Matthews